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What are You Telling Yourself – What Do You Expect? 
 
Tampa, FL  (April 27, 2023) - Whether you are just starting your search for a more meaningful life, or realizing 
that you are not doing what you want to for the rest of your life, or perhaps you have you reached the stage 
where you know there is more. Whatever stage, this is a dare to find your passion. To live the life of your 
dreams! 
 
Stephen Covey told us we need leaders now, and for the future! His eighth habit says, "Find your voice 
and inspire others to find theirs." Voice is Covey's code for "unique personal significance." Once you find your 
voice, you will inspire others to find theirs! It’s contagious! 
 
Listen to your self-talk. What are you telling yourself? You may be surprised that you are receiving what you 
continually tell yourself! It is all connected!  
 
I have a challenge: write a list of what you are expecting right now. You might be amazed at how what you are 
expecting is often not what you are receiving.  
 
When you know what you want, your thoughts change. You speak encouraging words to yourself and to others. 
Only do this exercise if you want to change. 
 
What do you want to be known as? I encourage you to continually raise your thoughts -know what you want and 
focus on that. My first mentor, Norman Vincent Peale, told the world repeatedly in his presentations, books, and 
his recordings about the power of positive thinking! The results will be enjoyment of a wonderful, exciting, and 
fun life! 
 
Things to think about: are you sharing, caring, and daring?  Are you expansive? Are you setting up systems to 
automate many of your tasks? Are you creating collaborative partnerships to make your life easier? Do you want 
to? What do you expect? 
 
This is not an easy assignment; it is much easier to keep doing what you have always done than to venture into 
this new territory. Consider hiring an expert to assist in your transition. Visit LinktoEXPERT.com where it is 
easy to find an expert, hire them, and live the life of your dreams.  
 
About LinktoEXPERT – Do you want to be known as the authority in your field? How, you ask? With our 
intelligent targeting and unique database exchange program. We elevate your brand to celebrity status by 
magnifying your message, and amplifying your brand, which makes you a media magnet and your expertise 
known worldwide with ease. Yesterday is too late – start today! 
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